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Google Translate

NLP在互联网上最成功的应用？
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Google Translate网站

‣ 支持71种语言

‣ 流量全世界排在20以内（类似于bing.com）

‣ 用户数超过3亿，每天的翻译请求10亿级别
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Google Translate 移动应用

‣ Google官方最流行
应用之一

‣ 支持文字，语音，
手写，图片等多媒
体输入
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Outline

• Google Translate

• 机器翻译for dummy

• 机器翻译基础理论和算法

‣ 机器学习 

‣ 数据结构，模型，算法

• 工业界机器翻译系统实战
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Training a Translation Model 
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dianzi  shang de mao

a    cat on the  mat

dianzi  shang

word alignment?
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Word Alignment

垫子     上 的 猫

a   cat on the  mat

我 猫
a  catI saw

看见

我 猫

a  catI have

有 和 狗

a  dogand
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dianzi  shang de mao

a    cat on the  mat

dianzi  shang the  mat

X � ⇥ dianzi shang , the mat ⇤
X � ⇥ gou , the dog ⇤
X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 ⇤
S � ⇥X0 , X0 ⇤

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de
gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in
translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we
translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)
may contain two rules as follows,

X � ⇥ bank , he an ⇤

X � ⇥ bank , yin hang ⇤
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which
have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which
means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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Two example Hiero rules for Chinese-to-English translation are

X � ⇥ mao , a cat ⇤

X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 ⇤

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-
scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-
based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)
and verb phrase (VP).2 The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to
English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and
X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is
very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-
terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same
as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is
defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above
two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure
1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good
English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able
to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language
input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely
than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural
one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language
model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram
model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-
grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual
English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.
3More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 ⇤

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-
scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-
based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)
and verb phrase (VP).2 The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to
English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and
X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is
very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-
terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same
as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is
defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above
two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure
1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good
English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able
to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language
input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely
than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural
one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language
model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram
model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-
grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual
English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.
3More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in
translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we
translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)
may contain two rules as follows,

X � ⇥ bank , he an ⇤

X � ⇥ bank , yin hang ⇤
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which
have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which
means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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Two example Hiero rules for Chinese-to-English translation are

X � ⇥ mao , a cat ⇤

X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 ⇤

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-
scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-
based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)
and verb phrase (VP).2 The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to
English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and
X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is
very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-
terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same
as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is
defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above
two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure
1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good
English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able
to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language
input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely
than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural
one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language
model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram
model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-
grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual
English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.
3More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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dianzi  shang de on the  mat

X � ⇥ dianzi shang , the mat ⇤
X � ⇥ gou , the dog ⇤
X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 ⇤
S � ⇥X0 , X0 ⇤

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de
gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in
translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we
translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)
may contain two rules as follows,

X � ⇥ bank , he an ⇤

X � ⇥ bank , yin hang ⇤
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which
have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which
means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram
model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-
grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual
English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we
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1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in
translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we
translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)
may contain two rules as follows,

X � ⇥ bank , he an ⇤

X � ⇥ bank , yin hang ⇤
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which
have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which
means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-
scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-
based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)
and verb phrase (VP).2 The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to
English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and
X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is
very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-
terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same
as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is
defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above
two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure
1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good
English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able
to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language
input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely
than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural
one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language
model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram
model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-
grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual
English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we
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In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we
translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
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may contain two rules as follows,
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where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which
have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which
means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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Two example Hiero rules for Chinese-to-English translation are

X � ⇥ mao , a cat ⇤

X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 ⇤

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-
scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-
based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)
and verb phrase (VP).2 The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to
English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and
X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is
very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-
terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same
as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is
defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above
two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure
1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good
English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able
to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language
input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely
than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural
one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language
model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram
model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-
grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual
English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.
3More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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dianzi  shang de on the  mat

X � ⇥ dianzi shang , the mat ⇤
X � ⇥ gou , the dog ⇤
X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 ⇤
S � ⇥X0 , X0 ⇤

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de
gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in
translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we
translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)
may contain two rules as follows,

X � ⇥ bank , he an ⇤

X � ⇥ bank , yin hang ⇤
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which
have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which
means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-
scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-
based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)
and verb phrase (VP).2 The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to
English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and
X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is
very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-
terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same
as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is
defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above
two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure
1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good
English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able
to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language
input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely
than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural
one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language
model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram
model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-
grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual
English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.
3More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in
translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we
translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)
may contain two rules as follows,

X � ⇥ bank , he an ⇤

X � ⇥ bank , yin hang ⇤
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which
have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which
means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and
X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is
very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-
terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same
as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is
defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above
two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure
1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good
English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able
to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language
input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely
than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural
one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language
model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram
model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-
grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual
English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.
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The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good
English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able
to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language
input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely
than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural
one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language
model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram
model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-
grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual
English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.
3More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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de on

X � ⇥ dianzi shang , the mat ⇤
X � ⇥ gou , the dog ⇤
X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 ⇤
S � ⇥X0 , X0 ⇤

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de
gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in
translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we
translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)
may contain two rules as follows,

X � ⇥ bank , he an ⇤

X � ⇥ bank , yin hang ⇤
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which
have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which
means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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Two example Hiero rules for Chinese-to-English translation are

X � ⇥ mao , a cat ⇤

X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 of X0 ⇤

In the above rules, the alinement between nonterminals is implicitly encoded by the sub-
scripts on the nonterminals. In Hiero, there is one single nonterminal X , while a syntax-
based grammar (Galley et al., 2006) may contain more nonterminals like noun phrase (NP)
and verb phrase (VP).2 The first rule shows that we can translate the Chinese word mao to
English words a cat.3 The second rule shows that the two phrases (represented by X0 and
X1) around de in Chinese will get reordered around of in the English. Such reordering is
very typical between Chinese and English.

As mentioned, a rule in Hiero may contain both terminal (e.g., the word of) and non-
terminal (e.g., X0). In a given rule, the number of nonterminals in the Chinese is the same
as that in the English (this is what the word synchronous implies). The arity of a rule is
defined as the number of nonterminals in the rule. For example, the arities for the above
two rules are zero and two, respectively, while the arity for the third and forth rule in Figure
1.2(d) is one.

1.1.2 Training Language Models on Monolingual Data
The translation model tells us what kinds of English translations we should generate

given a Chinese input. Intuitively, we have a prior belief about what should be a good
English sentence (e.g., whether it is fluent). Therefore, to certain extent, we should be able
to judge the goodness of a translation output, even without looking at the foreign-language
input. For example, we have a prior belief that “a cat on the mat” should be more likely
than “a cats on the mat” since the bad bigram “a cats” is much less likely than the natural
one “a cat.” This intuition is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language
model, which assigns a probability to an English spring. We usually use a so-called n-gram
model, under which the probability of a sentence is the product of the probabilities of the n-
grams occurring in the sentence. The n-gram probabilities are trained on the monolingual
English data by using a maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., the probability of an n-gram
is its relative frequency in the training corpora), often with some smoothing.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models
With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each when we

use them to generate translation outputs for test data? Intuitively, we can assign a weight

2To be precise, Hiero also contains a nonterminal S, which is the goal symbol.
3More precisely, mao is the PingYin of the Chinese word�. PingYin is the most commonly used roman-

ization system for Chinese, and we use it for the convenience of non-Chinese speakers.
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mao a cat

X � ⇥ dianzi shang , the mat ⇤
X � ⇥ gou , the dog ⇤
X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 ⇤
S � ⇥X0 , X0 ⇤

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de
gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in
translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we
translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)
may contain two rules as follows,

X � ⇥ bank , he an ⇤

X � ⇥ bank , yin hang ⇤
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which
have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which
means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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dianzi  shang de gou
垫子     上   的  狗

the    dog  on  the  mat

dianzi  shang      de     gou

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

is incorporated into the SMT system through using a language model, which is trained on
the monolingual English data.

1.1.3 Discriminatively Training of Relative Weights Among Models

With the translation and language models, how much should we trust each of them?
Intuitively, we can assign a weight to each model, and trust the model proportionally to its
weight. These weights are usually found through a discriminative training algorithms (e.g.,
Och, 2003).

1.1.4 Decoding for Test Data

With the bilingual and monolingual training data, we have trained a SMT system (by
following the pipeline in Figure 1.1), which has translation and language models, and the
relative weights among the models. Now, we can generate translation outputs for unseen
test data by using the trained SMT system. For example, we may generate a translation “the
dog on the mat” for “�����”, assuming that the translation grammar also contains
a rule “X � ⇥�, the dog ⇤” that is extracted from other training examples.

X � ⇥ dianzi shang , the mat ⇤
X � ⇥ gou , the dog ⇤
X � ⇥gou, the dog ⇤
X � ⇥X1 de X2 , X2 on X1 ⇤

(a) Hiero rules in the grammar

(b) bi-text after word alignment

Figure 1.3: Steps in extraction a grammar extraction from the bi-text that contains only
one sentence pair. For the Chinese side of the bi-text, we show both the Chinese characters
and its PingYin (for the convenience of non-Chinese speaker). We show only the PingYin
in the rules in Table (d).
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Decoding a Test Sentence

Translation is easy?

X � ⇥ dianzi shang , the mat ⇤
X � ⇥ gou , the dog ⇤
X � ⇥X0 de X1 , X1 on X0 ⇤
S � ⇥X0 , X0 ⇤

(a) Hiero rules in the test grammar

(b) derivation tree whose English yield is “the dog on the mat”.

Figure 1.3: Example of decoding a test sentence. For the test sentence “dianzi shang de
gou”, the system uses the test grammar of (a) to generate a derivation tree in (b)

1.2 Ambiguity in Language Translation
As in many other natural language processing (NLP) problems, ambiguity is a cen-

tral issue in machine translation. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of ambiguities in
translation: translation-sense ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

1.2.1 Translation-Sense Ambiguity
In a natural language, the same word may have different senses/meanings, depending

on the context. For example, the word “bank” can be referring to a financial bank or the
edge of a river. This kind of ambiguity is called word sense ambiguity. Clearly, when we
translate such an ambiguous word, different translations should be used depending on the
context. For example, a translation model (for a translation task from English to Chinese)
may contain two rules as follows,

X � ⇥ bank , he an ⇤

X � ⇥ bank , yin hang ⇤
where they have the same English side (i.e., bank), but have different Chinese sides, which
have different meaning in Chinese. Specifically, the first rule has the Chinese he an, which
means the edge of a river, while the second one has the Chinese yin hang, which means a
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dianzi  shang de mao

a    cat  on  the  mat

垫子     上   的  猫

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

zhongguo  de  shoudu
capital  of   China

wo  de  mao
my  cat

zhifei  de  mao
zhifei  ’s  cat

Translation Ambiguity
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dianzi  shang de mao

Decoder
(e.g. Joshua)

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤
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dianzi  shang de mao

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3
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X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤
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X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

the mat a cata cat on the mat

a cat of the mat the mat ’s a cat

Decoder
(e.g. Joshua)
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Language Model

21

the mat a cata cat on the mat

a cat of the mat the mat ’s a cat

在没看到中文原文情况下，能看出哪
个英文句子更靠谱吗？
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Statistical Machine Translation Pipeline

Decoding

Bilingual
Data

Translation 
Models

Monolingual
English

Language
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Discriminative 
Training

Optimal 
Weights

Unseen 
Sentences

Translation 
Outputs

Align, 
Extract

Training
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Held-out Bilingual Data
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Numbers in Real World

23

• 训练句子对

‣ 几千万（一个语言对）

• Phrase Dictionary

‣ 亿级条目（一个语言对）

• 语言模型

‣ 亿级ngrams（一个语言对）
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Outline
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• Google Translate

• 机器翻译for dummy

• 机器翻译基础理论和算法

‣ 机器学习 

‣ 数据结构，模型，算法

• 工业界机器翻译系统实战
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机器学习：分类器

• 分类 （Classification）

‣ 输入：特征

‣ 输出：类别

‣ Naive Bayes，最大熵，SVM，神经网络等

【机器学习实战】机器学习是人工智能研
究领域中一个极其重要的研究方向，在现
今的大数据时代背景下，捕获数据并从中
萃取有价值的信息或模式，成为...http://
t.cn/zHNXceF。想看更多“机器学习”的资
讯，猛戳→http://t.cn/zjNCS5w

体育新闻
政治新闻
军事新闻

微博
？
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Structured Prediction(SP): 结构化预测
• 词性标注是一个典型的SP问题

I like machine-learning

I: 名词
like: 介词，动词

名词，动词machine-learning:

名词 动词 名词
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Structured Prediction as Classification
• SP可以看成是特殊的分类问题

‣ 类别的个数随着输入的长度而指数级增长

I like machine-learning

名词 动词 动词
名词 介词 名词
名词 介词 动词

名词 动词 名词1
类别

2
3
4
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• SP可以看成是特殊的分类问题

‣ 类别的个数随着输入的长度而指数级增长 

‣ 类别内部有联系

I like machine-learning

名词 动词 名词

Structured Prediction as Classification
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• SP可以看成是特殊的分类问题

‣ 类别的个数随着输入的长度而指数级增长 

‣ 类别内部有联系

‣ 类别之间有联系

I like machine-learning

名词
动词

介词

动词

名词

Structured Prediction as Classification
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• SP可以看成是特殊的分类问题

‣ 类别的个数随着输入的长度而指数级增长 

‣ 类别内部有联系

‣ 类别之间有联系

Structured Prediction as Classification

这些特殊性使得SP的难度增大，
尤其是在算法上!

许多在分类上特别简单的算法（如解
码）在SP上变得很复杂

Saturday, August 17, 13
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Structured Prediction 问题

任务 输入 类别
中文分词 句子 词序列
词性标注 句子 词性序列
语法解析 句子 语法树
机器翻译 英文句子 中文句子
语音识别 声音 句子
手写识别 笔话 句子
光学识别 图片 句子
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• Google Translate

• 机器翻译for dummy

• 机器翻译基础理论和算法

‣ 机器学习 

‣ 数据结构，模型，算法

• 工业界机器翻译系统实战
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dianzi  shang de mao

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

the mat a cata cat on the mat

a cat of the mat the mat ’s a cat

Decoder
(e.g. Joshua)
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dianzi  shang de mao

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤
X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

hypergraph

Decoder
(e.g. Joshua)

dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

X 0,4

X 0,2
X 3,4

(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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A hypergraph is a compact data structure  to 
encode exponentially many trees.

dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

X 0,4

X 0,2
X 3,4

(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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hyperedge

edge

hyperedge

node
FSA

Packed 
Forest
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A hypergraph is a compact data structure  to 
encode exponentially many trees.

dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

X 0,4

X 0,2
X 3,4

(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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A hypergraph is a compact data structure  to 
encode exponentially many trees.

dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

X 0,4

X 0,2
X 3,4

(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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A hypergraph is a compact data structure  to 
encode exponentially many trees.

dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

X 0,4

X 0,2
X 3,4

(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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A hypergraph is a compact data structure  to 
encode exponentially many trees.

dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

X 0,4

X 0,2
X 3,4

(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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Structure sharing
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Why Hypergraphs?

• General compact data structure

• special cases include

• finite state machine (e.g., lattice)

• and/or graph 

• packed forest

• can be used for speech, parsing, 
tree-based MT systems, and many more

40
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dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

X 0,4

X 0,2
X 3,4

(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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dianzi0  shang1      de2     mao3

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤
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p=2

p=1

p=3

p=2

Weighted Hypergraph

Linear model:

p(d | x) = � · �(d, x)

weights features

41

derivation
foreign input
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dianzi0  shang1                    de2        mao3

S 0,4

X�⇥mao,a cat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 X1⇤

X�⇥dianzi shang, the mat⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 on X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X1 of X0⇤

S�⇥X0,X0⇤

X�⇥X0 de X1,X0 ’s X1⇤

X 0,4

X 0,2
X 3,4

(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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Probabilistic 
Hypergraph

Log-linear model:

p(d | x) = e�·�(d,x)

Z(x)

Z=2+1+3+2=8
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(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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The hypergraph defines a probability 
distribution over trees!

Probabilistic 
Hypergraph

 the distribution is parameterized by Θ
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(a) A hypergraph encodes four different derivation trees as shown
in the four figures below. Rectangles represent items (or nodes),
where each item is identified by the non-terminal symbol and
source span. An item has one or more incoming hyperedges,
which represent different ways of deriving the item. A hyper-
edge consists of a rule, and a pointer to an antecedent item for
each non-terminal symbol in the rule.

(b) Translation: a cat on the mat (c) Translation: the mat a cat

(d) Translation: a cat of the mat (e) Translation: the mat ’s a cat

Figure 1.6: A toy hypergraph generated for the Chinese input “dianzi shang de mao,” and
the four derivation trees the hypergraph encodes.
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Probabilistic 
Hypergraph

 How do we set the parameters Θ? Training

Why are the problems difficult?
- brute-force will be too slow as there are exponentially 
many trees, so require sophisticated dynamic programs
- sometimes intractable, require approximations

The hypergraph defines a probability 
distribution over trees!

 the distribution is parameterized by Θ

Decoding Which translation do we present to a user?

 What atomic operations do we need to perform? Atomic Inference

    atomic inference operations
(e.g., finding one-best, k-best or expectation, 
    inference can be exact or approximate)

decoding 
(e.g., mbr)

training 
(e.g., mert)

44
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Inference, Training and Decoding on Hypergraphs

• Atomic Inference Algorithms
• finding one-best derivations

• finding k-best derivations

• computing expectations (e.g., of features)

Graph Topological Best-first
no heuristic with heuristic with hierarchy

FSA Viterbi Dijkstra A� HA�

Hypergraph CYK Knuth Klein and Manning Generalized A�

Table 2.2: Algorithms for extracting one-best from an FSA or hypergraph

The above problem is the same as the lightest derivation problem defined by Knuth
(1977) for a hypergraph. It is also equivalent to the shortest-path problem for an FSA (Di-
jkstra, 1959). Table 2.2 shows the classical algorithms that solve this problem. In general,
the algorithms can be classified by whether the search follows a certain topological order
or best-first. The well-known Viterbi (Viterbi, 1967) algorithm for an FSA and the Cocke-
Younger-Kasami (CYK) algorithm (alternatively called CKY) for a hypergraph search the
graph in a topological order.1 In the best-first search category, we can further classify the
algorithms by whether heuristic functions are used for estimating the cost from the current
node to the goal node. The algorithms described by Dijkstra (1959) and Knuth (1977) are
the classical ones without using a heuristic function, that is, they assume the cost from the
current node to the goal node is always equal to zero. The well-known A* algorithm (Hart
and Raphael, 1968) and its variant for a hypergraph (Klein and Manning, 2003) follow the
latter category. The A� algorithm can be extended to a hierarchical version where mul-
tiple layers of heuristics are organized in a hierarchial manner. This is called hierarchial
A� (HA�) (Holte, Perez, Zimmer, and Macdonald, 1996) or generalized A� for a hyper-
graph (Felzenszwalb and McAllester, 2007). All these algorithms are forward-chaining
(meaning the search is from the ground truths to the goal node), but it is also possible to
do backward-chaining (meaning the search starts from the goal node and then recursively
derives its support) or a combination.

One-best Oracle Translation/Tree

While a hypergraph represents a very large set of translations, it is quite possible that
the reference translation is not contained in the hypergraph, due to pruning or inherent
deficiency of the translation model. In this case, we want to find the translation in the
hypergraph that is most similar to the reference translation, with similarity computed by
some metric such as BLEU (e.g., Papineni et al., 2001). Such maximally similar translation
will be called oracle translation, and the process of extracting it oracle extraction. In
practice, we first extract an oracle tree, and then read its target-language yield as the oracle

1Note that the CYK algorithm is also responsible for constructing the hypergraph itself.

19

• Training
• Perceptron

• Conditional random field (CRF)

• Minimum error rate training (MERT)

• Minimum risk

• MIRA

• Decoding
• Viterbi 
• Maximum a posterior (MAP)
• Minimum Bayes risk (MBR)

45
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原理和算法的更多细节

46

CCF互联网大数据与机器学习讲习班

Structured Prediction在自然语言处理中的应用

http://mobvoi-resource.oss.aliyuncs.com/ccf2013_noannimation_.pdf
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为什么机器翻译算法很复杂？
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S->(机器, machine) S->(翻译, translation) S->(软件, software)

S->(机器, machine) S->(翻译, translation) S->(软件, software)

S->(机器, machine) 翻译 S->(软件, software)

S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)

S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)

S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)

S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)

S->(S0 翻译 S1, S0 translation S1)

48

解码器的复杂性：分割的歧义
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S->(机器, machine) S->(翻译, translation) S->(软件, software)

S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)

S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)

49

解码器的复杂性：翻译的歧义

S->(机器, machine) S->(翻译, transfer) S->(软件, software)

S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)

S->(S0 S1, S0 S1)

machine translation software

machine transfer software
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解码器的复杂性：排序的歧义

S->(机器, machine) 翻译 S->(软件, software)

S->(S0 翻译 S1, S0 translation S1)

S->(机器, machine) 翻译 S->(软件, software)

S->(S0 翻译 S1, S1 translation S0)

machine translation software

software translation machine
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解码器的复杂性
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• 给定一个句子，解码过程种要考虑各种歧义
‣ 分割的歧义

‣ 翻译的歧义

‣ 排序的歧义

• 每一种歧义都会导致组合爆炸

• 穷举不可能，所以需要非常复杂的动态规划 

所有的歧义都可压缩在超图里！
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Outline
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• Google Translate

• 机器翻译for dummy

• 机器翻译基础理论和算法

‣ 机器学习 

‣ 数据结构，模型，算法

• 工业界机器翻译系统实战
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算法，数据，工具
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• 一个成功的工业界翻译系统包含

核心算法 数据 支撑工具
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工具的重要性
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‣ 一切都应该工具化，自动化

‣ 好架构和工具会大大加速迭代
（谷歌翻译系统可以在一天之内重新
训练所有语言，训练结果直接以Email
的形式发给训练者）
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为什么是Google?
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• IBM Research是许多NLP核心算法的开创者

• 但Google第一个把翻译做成大规模互联网产品，
为什么？

• Microsoft Research拥有豪华的NLP科研团队
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为什么是Google?
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• 为何Google第一个把翻译做成大规模互联网产品？

‣ 团队基因：科学家＋工程师

‣ 整个谷歌大环境：实用至上

‣ 大数据：中英系统用几千万对句子

‣ 云架构：GFS, Map-reduce, Big-table

深度学习 知识图谱 对话搜索

• 很多类似的故事正在上演
语音识别 图像识别 句法解析
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打造你自己的Google Translate?
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后端系统：10人
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语言模型（1）

翻译模型（1）

数据处理（2）

区分训练（1）

解码器（1）

工具和架构（3）

NLP基础模块（1）
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产品 （16人）
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产品经理（2） 后端（10）

前端开发（2）

推广运营（2）
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创业公司的捷径？
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Moses Joshua

Stanford NLP

SRILM

Berkeley Parser

CDec

Hadoop

整套：

NLP工具：

语言模型：

云计算：

CRF++机器学习：

开源软件

libSVM
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Outline
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• Google Translate

• 机器翻译for dummy

• 机器翻译基础理论和算法

‣ 机器学习 

‣ 数据结构，模型，算法

• 工业界机器翻译系统实战

把机器翻译换成NLP!!
Saturday, August 17, 13



• 微信公号：出門问问
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• 招聘：  www.mobvoi.com

打造Google Now的中文版

打造中国的Google

Saturday, August 17, 13

http://www.mobvoi.com
http://www.mobvoi.com


Thank you!
XieXie!
谢谢!
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